Level 2
Lesson 17
Flour Baby,
Part 1
Topics

Prepare Before Class

Interpreting information and advice
Providing instructions

Print copies of the student Activity Sheet.

Learning Strategy

Goals

Rehearse

Using reflexive pronouns

Day 1

Introduce the Lesson
Say, “In Lesson 17, Ms. Weaver gives Anna and Pete a new assignment: Make a show about
single parents. But first, she wants them to try out parenting for themselves. Today, you will
learn about how to interpret information given to you, give advice and provide instructions.”
Ask students if they have ever taken care of a baby or a younger member of their family.
Explain, “Taking care of a child means you take responsibility for their safety. In this lesson
,we see how Anna and Pete handle their responsibility.”

Teach Key Words
Have students repeat the new words for this lesson after you say them. The list of words can
be found in the Resources section. Choose a vocabulary practice activity from the How-to
Guide to help students learn the new words.
One of the vocabulary words for this lesson is the reduced form “gonna.” Ask students if
they use this word in speaking or in writing. Let them know it should not be used in writing,
except in informal writing or when recording a person’s exact words. Ask students what
other reduced forms they know, such as “wanna,” “hafta” and “gotta.” Write the full forms
on the board: going to, want to, have to and got to.
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Day 2

Present the Conversation
Tell students that the video will show Ms. Weaver meeting with Anna and Pete. Play the video
or audio of the conversation or hand out copies of the text from the Resources section. Ask
several students to act out the parts of the speakers either in small groups or for the whole
class.

Professor Bot’s Lesson

Review the grammar and vocabulary points by reading the text or pausing while playing the
video.
You may be asking yourself the same thing that I’m asking
myself: what is Ms. Weaver talking about!? I am sure we will
find out shortly.
This lesson teaches reflexive pronouns.
Introducing
reflexive
pronouns

Reflexive pronouns refer back to the subject of a sentence or
clause. We use them when the subject and the object are the
same person or thing.
For example, Ms. Weaver says, “I asked myself the same
question.”
“I” is the subject and “myself” refers back to it. Here, she
would not use the pronoun “me.” You need to use the reflexive
pronoun “myself.”

Hunt for
reflexive
pronouns
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Reflexive pronouns are easy to find: they end in “self” or
“selves.” I have a feeling we are going to see a lot of reflexive
pronouns. Listen for them!
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Reflexive Pronouns
List of reflexive
pronouns

More on singular
and plural reflexive
pronouns

Comment

myself
yourself/yourselves
himself /herself
oneself

itself
ourselves
yourselves
themselves

Singular reflexive pronouns end in “self.” Plural ones end in
“selves.” Anna says, “We need to throw ourselves into the
research!” The subject “we” is plural. So, we must use the
plural reflexive pronoun “ourselves.”
Professor Bot: We will all see how Pete is doing in the next
episode. We’ll also learn when not to use reflexive pronouns.

Reflexive Pronouns Activity
In this activity, students will practice using reflexive pronouns. Expand on the explanation
above: “A reflexive pronoun can be a direct object, indirect object or an object of the
preposition.” Write the following on the board and underline the reflexive pronouns:
Direct Object: A baby cannot take care of itself.
Indirect Object: I asked myself the same question.
Object of the Preposition: Anna and Pete are experiencing parenthood for themselves.
Continue: “Sometimes, we use reflexive pronouns simply to emphasize the person or
thing in the sentence. In this case, the reflexive pronoun often appears at the end of the
sentence.” Write on the board:
To show emphasis: Anna took care of the baby herself.
Have students line up in two equal rows using one of the methods described in the How-to
guide. Give the Student A Reflexive Pronouns handout to the students in one row. Give the
Student B handout to the students in the other row.
Explain: “First, complete the sentences you have on your sheet with the reflexive pronouns
in the box. Then ask your partner the questions from your sheet. Your partner will use the
sentences they wrote to respond. After you each have a turn, write two more sentences
using reflexive pronouns. Collect the handouts or check the sentences as a class.
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Day 3

Learning Strategy
Say, “The learning strategy for this lesson is Rehearse. That means to do something - maybe
a difficult thing - by yourself before you do it for others. Before making a video or a film, the
actors rehearse the things they say in TV shows or movies. News reporters also rehearse
what they say on the radio or on television.”
Continue, “In this lesson, Ms. Weaver tells Anna and Pete that she wants them to do a show
about single parents. To help them understand what it is like to be a parent, she asks them
to take care of a bag of flour for a week. This is a kind of rehearsal. Have you ever carried
a paper bag of flour? If you have, you will know that it is easy to break the bag and spill the
flour. So in some school classes on parenting, young people have to care for a bag of flour.
This helps them rehearse the skills they need as parents.”
Ask students, “Do you sometimes rehearse what you want to say in English? If so, how do
you do it? Before you give a presentation in class, do you practice at home? If you have done
that, did it help you be more confident when you gave the presentation?”
List some of the ways students say they rehearse on the board or a sign to post on the
classroom wall to remind them of the strategy in future lessons.

Activity
Put students into groups of three or four using one of the methods described in the How-to
guide.
Explain the activity. “This activity will help you practice the strategy Rehearse. We will make
groups and plan a short play. You will have time to rehearse with your group before you
perform it.”
Hand out the Activity Sheet. Explain that for Step One, the group should choose a topic or
write one for themselves. Let them know how much time they have to rehearse. Depending
on the size of your class, either allow enough time for each group to perform or put one or
more groups together and have the groups perform for their classmates in one or two other
groups.
Continue: “For Step Two, think about how this strategy helped you and your group. Write
about it in the box at the bottom of your sheet.”
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Day 4

Listening Quiz
To review the conversation before the quiz, play the video, have students act out the
conversation or let students refer to their printed copy. Then ask students to put their papers
away.
Give each student a paper copy of the listening quiz. Play each question’s video or read the
sentences and questions below aloud and pause for students to choose the correct answer.
1.

Anna says, “This is a great idea, Ms. Weaver!” Then Pete says, “This is a terrible idea.”
Anna is talking about the flour babies when she says, “We need to throw ourselves into
the research! I’m starting right now!”
The question is: What does Pete think is a terrible idea?

2.

Ms. Weaver says, “Anna, Pete, I have a new assignment for you -- a show on single
parents! What is it like for a mother or a father to raise a child by herself or himself?”
Later she says, “You need to experience parenthood yourselves.”
The question is: What does Ms. Weaver want Anna and Pete to do?

3.

Ms. Weaver says, “Here are your babies! For the next six days, this is your baby. Here
are your instructions. Do not leave your babies alone. A baby cannot take care of itself.
And you two must do everything by yourselves. We will meet next Friday. Oh, and the
person who does the best research will get an extra day of vacation.”
The question is: What is one thing Ms. Weaver tells Pete and Anna about their “babies?”

4.

Anna says, “This is a great idea, Ms. Weaver!” then Pete says, “This is a terrible idea.”
Anna is talking about the flour babies when she says, “We need to throw ourselves into
the research! I’m starting right now!”
The question is, What does Pete think is a terrible idea?

Collect the papers or ask students to trade papers and check the answers together.

Writing
Ask students to write their answer to the question below in one or more paragraphs using
a “Hamburger Paragraph” format as taught earlier. Write the words or phrases you think
they may need on the board. If students need help with ideas for things to write about, you
may suggest cooking or baking something, cleaning the house, throwing a party, growing
something, learning a language or learning to play an instrument. Here is the writing prompt:
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Write about something you have accomplished by yourself. Explain how you decided to do it
and how doing it alone was different from working with others.
If time allows, have students exchange their writing with another student and discuss the
accomplishment that they have described.
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Resources

Conversation
Ms. Weaver:

Anna, Pete, I have a new assignment for you -- a show on single parents!
What is it like for a mother or a father to raise a child by herself or himself?

Anna:

We can interview single parents. They can share their experiences
themselves.

Ms. Weaver:

Yes, but you need to experience parenthood yourselves.

Anna:

Ourselves?

Peter:

Yeah, how do we do that? We’re not parents.

Ms. Weaver:

I asked myself the same question. I said, “Caty, how are they gonna do
that?” Then an idea came to me. I will give you the babies!
(Pete and Anna continue their meeting with Ms. Weaver. She puts two bags
of flour on the table. Pete and Anna still look confused.)

Ms. Weaver:

Here are your babies!

Pete:

Those are bags of flour.

Ms. Weaver:

No, Pete, for the next six days, this is your baby. Here are your instructions.
Do not leave your babies alone. A baby cannot take care of itself. And you
two must do everything by yourselves. We will meet next Friday. Oh, and the
person who does the best research will get an extra day of vacation. Help
yourself to a baby.

Anna:

Pete, look, my baby is organic and whole grain. Your baby is ordinary.
(Pete pushes her flour baby off desk.)

Anna:

(to Pete) Monster! (to Caty) This is a great idea, Ms. Weaver!
(Pete and Anna are now outside.)

Pete:

This is a terrible idea.

Anna:

Speak for yourself, Pete! We need to throw ourselves into the research! I’m
starting right now!
(She leaves but forgets her Flour Baby.)

Pete:

Hey, Anna, you forgot your baby!
(She turns and looks at Pete.)

Anna:

Come to mama!
(The bag of flour flies at her. She catches it.)
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Anna:

Good girl! Good girl!
(The parenting research begins. Anna tries to open a baby stroller but can’t.
A man walking by helps her. She pushes Flour Baby in the stroller but it falls
out. On another day, she jogs with it. After several days, she is tired!)

Anna:

This is hard! I hope Pete is not doing well. I really need that vacation day!
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Key Words
experience

n

the process of doing and seeing things and of having things
happen to you

gonna

informal

In casual conversation, most Americans change “going to” to
“gonna”

instructions

n

statements that describe how to do something

monster

n

an extremely cruel or evil person

ordinary

adj

normal or usual

parenthood

n

the state of being a mother or father

refer

v

to have a direct connection or relationship to something

single

adj

not married or not having a serious romantic relationship with
someone

speak for
yourself

expression

something you say to someone to say that the opinion that
they have just expressed is not the same as your opinion

stroller

n

a small carriage with four wheels that a baby or small child
can ride in while someone pushes it

terrible

adj

very shocking and upsetting

throw (reflexive
pronoun) into

phrase

to begin to do something with great energy and determination
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Quiz - Level 2, Lesson 17 - Flour Baby
Listen. Circle the letter of the correct answer.

1.

What does Ms. Weaver want Anna

3.

and Pete to do?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

tells Pete and Anna about their
“babies”?

Talk on a show about their lives as
single parents.
Create a new show about single
parenting.
Interview local single mothers and
single fathers.
Ms. Weaver wants them to do all these
things.

Which of these sentences contains

a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

a reflexive pronoun?
a.
b.
c.
d.

What is one thing Ms. Weaver

What does Pete think is a terrible
idea?

They can share their experiences
themselves.
I asked myself the same question.
Yes, but you two need to experience
parenthood yourselves.
All of these sentences contain a
reflexive pronoun.
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They cannot leave their “babies” alone
They have to take care of the “babies”
together.
They should take the “babies” on
vacation.
They must bring their “babies” to the
next meeting.

a.
b.
c.
d.
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